Our internship program we train support the needs of the intern to learn and understand their career path Example:

- Accounting/Bookkeeping
- Financial Planning
- Marketing, Advertising, Promotion, P.R of Financial Products and Services
- Financing, Insurance, (other license and non license financial products and services), and Real Estate

If you have any questions or send your resume to queensinternship@gmail.com

14 Wall Street
20th FL
New York, NY 10005
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SQUARE BUSINESS CONSULTING SUMMARY

Square Business Consulting Helps Small and Medium Business Build and Grow their Business to Become Professional and Financially Successful. Square Business Consulting is a company that offers marketing, promotion, and sales of financial products and services and offers bundled essential financial products and services, needed to grow and build your business and become professional and financially successful. Depending on the particular needs of the client, Square Business Consulting can offer a full service package integrating financing solutions, marketing strategy and accounting/tax services, or specified service that is tailored just for the business. To help achieve a sustainable competitive advantage in the market and long lasting financial strength, Square Business Consulting assist in making decisions while yielding effective results in acquiring financing, marketing, operation cost reduction, accounting, financial and tax planning, supply chain and mergers and
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acquisitions. **Square Business Consulting** is trusted by its clients for the delegated, cutting edge work. **Square Business Consulting** functions as your company’s virtual CMO; and step in on projects only when your business needs our in-depth industry expertise. **Square Business Consulting** does all the research and planning so that you can have the peace of mind to focus on daily operations. Hiring our consultants will avoid permanent staff costs on your business when services or skills may only be required on an ad-hoc or part-time basis.

**Square Business Consulting** has grown with our clients because our success can only be proven by the successes of their businesses. Stop suffering by yourself, we have the solutions for all your problems and we are easy to reach

**Who is Square?**

Square helps small and medium businesses build and grow their business and become professionally and financially successful.
How does SQBC work?

We provide a bundled subscription of essential financial products and services which include Sales-driven Marketing, Financial Planning, Corporate Financing, Accounting, Tax and Auditing to our clients.

With SQBC there is no word “I don’t know, I can’t, No can do” without trying, finding and researching.

We are committed to making sure doing business with us is pleasant, worry free and always support the end business goals.
Standing Principles

➢ **Informative Transparency** All communications in SQBC are done with the utmost clarity of ethical value and corporate policy.

➢ **Facilitate commonality** We place the utmost importance in assuring that all our corporate team as well as our clients have aligned interests to assure creative performance and business development success

➢ **Robust Simplicity** our creative messaging is focused and targeted on our intended audiences